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the form of the pixel mask. The result is a
pattern consisting of the pixel-mask pattern
in various sizes. This hallmark of self-
similarity is seen in Fig. 1a: the pattern on
the monitor is a large rosette consisting of
small rosettes; the small rosettes, each com-
prising seven bright pixels, are magnified
and pixellated images of individual pixels,
and the large rosette is a magnified and
pixellated image of the central small rosette.
The detailed shape of the stationary
pattern depends on the shape and size of
the individual pixels, the geometry of the
pixel array, the magnification and the posi-
tion within the pixel array of the centre of
magnification. For example, a magnifica-
tion M42, combined with a centre of mag-
nification midway between three
nearest-neighbour pixels in a hexagonal
array of circular pixels, can result in a Sier-
pinski gasket pattern (Fig. 1b).
Another parameter is the rotation angle
of the camera with respect to the monitor.
Figure 1c shows a pattern recorded with a
camera rotated by 45° and a magnification
of Mö1.29. The experiment was greatly
facilitated by our camera’s ability to remove
flicker-related effects by averaging over a
number of frames. To our knowledge, this
pattern, which arises directly from the
pixellation of the display monitor, is the
first published example of a stationary frac-
tal created by unmodified video feedback.
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a tunnel-like, non-fractal pattern consisting
of nested images of itself. Video-feedback
set-ups can be modified, for example by
using multiple monitors8 or multiple
lenses9, in order to produce stationary frac-
tal patterns.
We demonstrate that pixellated, but
otherwise unmodified, video feedback with
M¤1 can lead to fractal patterns (we dub
this the ‘monitor-outside-a-monitor’
effect). Previous experiments with M¤1
produced non-stationary complex patterns
— for example, rapidly rotating planet-like,
fractal-looking structures suspected of
being connected to pixels10. Pixels were also
described as acting like the ‘cells’ of a cellu-
lar automaton, a class of abstract machine
capable of producing fractal patterns11, and
simulations of video feedback on a matrix
model — in which the matrix elements
acted like square pixels — produced
stationary fractal spirals12.
We predicted that stationary self-similar
fractal patterns would be created in pixel-
lated video feedback by analogy with fractal
laser modes13. These patterns result from
iterated magnification and pixellation of
the image: the former successively stretches
any structure in the image to M, M 2, M 3, …
times its original size, whereas the latter




Video feedback occurs whenever a videocamera is directed at a screen display-ing the image currently being recorded
by the camera. It can be observed in every-
day situations, for example at sporting
events when a stadium’s display screen
comes into the camera’s view. Here we con-
sider how this simple physical process is
affected by the fact that monitors are pixel-
based, and show that it can result in
stationary fractal patterns such as von-
Koch snowflakes and Sierpinski gaskets.
Video feedback is a popular scientific
phenomenon1,2, mainly because of its
‘beautiful and mesmerizing’ images3. It was
scientifically investigated in the days of
scanline-based cameras and monitors4,5 and
is often discussed in the context of fractals
as an example of a simple feedback process
(see ref. 6, for example).
The best known video-feedback phe-
nomenon is perhaps the ‘monitor-inside-a-
monitor’ effect7, which occurs when the
overall magnification, M, of the
camera–monitor combination is less than
one (M*1), causing the monitor to display
Figure 1 Stationary fractals resulting from pixellated video feedback. a, Basic set-up; the monitor displays an example of a self-similar
pattern. b, Simulated video-feedback pattern consisting of pixel-limited Sierpinski gaskets. c, Pattern obtained with a rotated camera
pointing at a colour monitor. In all three examples, the red rectangle marks the camera’s respective field of view. Additional details can be
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